GIVING YOU THAT EDGE

Edge incorporates beautiful, continuous and seamless lines of light, offering a fresh and unique visual.

AN INTRODUCTION

Edge is the latest innovation from Apollo Lighting in systemised linear products. With ceiling and wall recessed, suspended, up and down lighting, stand alone or systemised solutions, a variety of combinable diffuser options and the ability to finish in any RAL colour you wish, you are only limited by your imagination.

The combination of the latest in LED and smart controls technology with a sleek design aesthetic and robust engineering means that Edge is the perfect solution to all your linear lighting needs.

Installation time, simplicity and maintainability are paramount when specifying a product of this nature and this has been at the forefront of the development of Edge. By ensuring that installation time and complexity is reduced on site, costs are saved in the long run, both in terms of the initial outlay and future maintenance costs.

It’s time to have some fun personalising your own space.

- Shaded louvre (black/white options)
- Glare controlling micro-prismatic diffuser TP(a)
- Opal polycarbonate diffuser TP(a)
GET CREATIVE...

Suspended with down lighting

Suspended with up and down lighting

Surface mounted

Plasterboard recessed

Linear section

Corner section

3 way connector

4 way connector

Body and end cap RAL colours (others available upon request)

...AND HAVE FUN.

Edge offers endless configurability allowing you to have fun personalising your own space.

With ceiling and wall recessed, suspended, up and down lighting, stand alone and systemised options, a variety of combinable diffuser options and the ability to finish in any RAL colour you wish; you are only limited by your imagination...
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CONSIDERED ENGINEERING

Edge has been designed, engineered and built from the ground up with the philosophy in mind that ease of installation will save time and costs for you.

This has been combined with the determination to create a quality, robust and comprehensive systemised solution that can be customised and specified to your exact needs at a competitive price point.

Every joint, connection and access point has been engineered to ensure that there are no areas of light spill (as we so often see with this kind of product) and that all connections are solid, robust and that any future maintenance is effortless and efficient.

The combination of the latest in LED and controls technology makes Edge one of the most efficient and technologically advanced systems on the market, offering you the freedom to commission and control wirelessly using your smart devices.

FEATURES

- Utilises state-of-the-art Philips Fortimo LED Strip module with efficacy of up to 182 lm/W
- Multiple lumen output options available
- 3000 K, 4000 K and 5000 K colour temperature options available
- CW/WW available upon request
- Dimmable versions available
- Emergency versions available
- Integral detector options available on request
- High, medium and low lumen output options per length
- LED optimised opal or prismatic polycarbonate diffuser TP(a)
- Compact and low profile cross section (64 mm x 75 mm)
- Can be ceiling or surface mounted
- Pendant mounted versions available with the optional 2 m suspension kit
- Easy installation and maintenance
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FURTHER TECHNICAL INFO

Technical Department 0113 240 5511 – option 3
lightingdesign@apollolighting.co.uk
technical@apollolighting.co.uk